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1. INTRODUCTION

Let f be a continuous function on [0, 2n] and L n (f) be the tri
gonometric Lagrange interpolation polynomial on equidistant nodes in
[0,2n). A classical theorem of Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund [9, Vol. II,
p. 30] shows that Ln(f) converges of fin U, 1~ p < 00, and

where En (f)oc is the error of the best approximation by trigonometric
polynomials of degree n in uniform norm, and w(f; bloc is the modulus of
continuity of f Recently, similar results have been proved for the mean
convergence of (0, m l , ... , mq ) interpolation by trigonometric polynomials
in [8]. For interpolation we do not really need continuity of the under
lying function f The interpolatory polynomial and the U error are well
defined already for bounded measurable functions f on [0, 2n]. To get LP
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convergence of the Lagrange interpolation it is sufficient to assume
Riemann integrability of f, which can be found already in the book of
Zygmund [9, Chap. 10.7]. The purpose of this note is to obtain the order
of convergence of Ln(f) and, more generally, (0, ml' ..., mq) interpolation
in U norm for bounded measurable functions f Since the interpolating
polynomials are based on the point values of f, it is unrealistic to expect
that the order be given by either En(f)p or w(f; l/n)p. Our order of con
vergence is given in terms of the error of the best one-sided approximation
or in terms of the !-modulus. However, iff is a smooth function, then we
can give the order in terms of En (f(s)p, A typical example of the results is

l<p<oc,

provided f is an absolutely continuous function and l' E U. For Lagrange
interpolation, the above question has been dealt with by V. H. Hristov (see,
e.g., [2]). The case of Jackson polynomials, i.e., the simplest case of
Hermite-Fejer conditions, was treated by V. A. Popov and 1. Szabados
[4]. Our method is simpler and applies to the general (m u ..., m q ) cases.

In Section 2, we introduce notations and the known results that are
required. The case of the LP norms, I < p < OC, is presented in Section 3.
Here the Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund inequalities as proved in [5, 8] are the
essential tools for the proof. The case p = 1 is of somewhat different
character and is discussed in Section 4.

2. PRELIMINARIES

We need the following two classes of trigonometric polynomials: .?1M and
.?1M •• (8 = 0 or I). A trigonometric polynomial T belongs to .?1M , if

M

T(O) = ao + L (ak cos kO + bk sin kO),
k ~ I

and T belongs to .?1M •• if

M-I

T(O)=ao L (akcoskO+bksinkO)
k~l

8 = 0 or 1.

If 0 < m l < ... < m q are distinct integers, let E q and 0 q denote the number
of even and odd integers in (m l , m 2 , •••, mq ), respectively. It is known [I]
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that the problem of interpolation by T(O) on the nodes 2kn!n,
0::::; k::::; n - 1, is regular for the case of (0, m l , ••• , m q ) interpolation only in
the following situations:

(I) n = 2m + 1, q = 2r, Eq- Oq =0, TE !YM, M = nr+m,

(IIa) n=2m+ 1, q=2r+ 1, Eq-Oq= 1, TE!YM.O' M=nr+n,

(lIb) n=2m+ 1, q=2r+ 1, Eq-Oq= -1, TE!YM.I, M=nr+n,

(III) n = 2m, q = 2r, Eq- Oq =0, TE !YM.O' M = nr + m,

(IV) n=2m, q=2r+ 1, Eq-Oq= -1, TE!YM.1 , M=nr+n.

Let B be the class of 2n-periodic functions that are bounded and
measurable on [0, 2n]. For given n, q, and IE B we consider the inter
polating operator Fnl = Fn.(ml . .... mq)1 E!YM or !YM.e (according to the
conditions I-IV), which is uniquely defined by

Fn(f; 0kn) = I(Okn), 0::::; k::::; n - 1,

FfjJ(j; 0kn)=O, j=m., m 2 , ..., mq, O::::;k::::;n-l,

where 0kn = 2kn!n, 0::::; k::::; n - 1. If pmqJ E B, we also consider the inter
polating polynomial Hnl = Hn.(ml . .... mq)f, which is defined similarly as Fnl
but satisfies

j=O, m l , ••• , mq, O::::;k::::;n-1.

In [5, 8], it is proved that Fnl and Hnl converge in U norm in the
cases I, lIb, III, or IV, while the result in [3] pointed out that the con
vergence fails for the case IIa. Therefore, from now on we shall always
assume that (0, ml, ..., mq ) satisfies one of the conditions I, lIb, III, or IV.

Let LP, 1::::; p < 00 be the space of 2n-periodic functions for which
11/11 P = (g" I/(xW dx )l/p < 00, and C be the space of continuous 2n-periodic
functions equipped with the uniform norm 11/1100 =maxo,.;x,.;21t I/(x)l. For
lEU, 1::::; p < 00, or lEe, we denote as usual the best approximation by
trigonometric polynomials in !Y,. by En(f)p, and the kth order U modulus
by wd/; t)p. The following theorem is proved in [5,8].

THEOREM A. If lEe, then

1 ::::; p < 00,

and if I(mq)E C, then

l::::;p<oo.
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In this theorem and throughout the rest of the paper the symbol cp

means a positive constant depending only on p and sometimes on the
order of derivatives {m l' ... , mq } or the order of r-modulus, and c means an
absolute constant. Their values may be different from line to line.

The proof of this theorem is based on the Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund
inequality, which is also essential for our discussion in the case 1 < P < 00.

We list it as

LEMMA 2.1. Let T E:TM or :TM.e according to the case considered. Then
(mo = 0)

l<p<oo.

We also need the following counterpart of Lemma 2.1 [8, Lemma 3;
9, Vol. II, p.29].

LEMMA 2.2. Let 1~ P < 00, and let n > 0, r ~ 0 be given integers. Then
for any trigonometric polynomial T in :T,.n

To describe the order of convergence for fEB with respect to the LP
norm, we need the best one-sided approximation of f by means of
trigonometric polynomials in :T", which is defined by

En(f)p = inf{ IIP- QII p : P, Q E:T", Q(x) ~f(x) ~ P(x), "Ix}.

This quantity can be characterized by the averaged modulus of smoothness
rdf; b)p. Let wdf, x, b) be the local modulus of smoothness of order k
at x

Wk(f, x, b) = sup{ILI~f(t)1 : t, t + kh E [x- kb/2, x + kb/2]},

where LI~f(t) is the kth difference with step h at t. Then

For the general properties of these quantities, we refer to the survey in [6].
Let W~ be the class of 2n-periodic functions defined by

w~ = {j I f(5 ~ I) is absolutely continuous and f(S) E U}.
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We need the following

LEMMA 2.3. If I E Wf, then [6, p. 184]

_ 2n
E,,(f)p~ n + 1 E,,(f')p,

and [6, p. 15]

t k (/; b)p ~ CbWk_1 (/'; b)p, k ~ 2, b > O.

If lEU, then [6, p.169]

E,,(/)p~Ckrk(/;Dp' n>k,

and [6, p. 14]

3. REsULTS FOR p> 1

THEOREM 3.1. Let n ~ 1 and IE B. Then

117

(1 )

1 < p < 00. (2)

Proof Let T" E f/" be the best trigonometric polynomial approximation
to f Then

III-F"fllp~ III - T"ll p+ II T"-F,, T"lI p+ IIF,,(/ - T,,)ll p·

The first term on the right-hand side is just E,,(f)p. According to a
theorem in [7, Chap. 4.8.61],

IIT~)II p~ cpnrwr (I; Dp'

where we note that the constant Cp depends also on r. Therefore, by
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 the second term is bounded by
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since wr+l(f;(j)p~2wr(f;(j)p. To estimate the third term, let En(f)p=
II Pn- QnII p' where Pn' QnE .'Y;. and Qn(x) ~ f( x) ~ Pn(x) for all x. Then by
Lemma 2.1, Minkowski's inequality, and Lemma 2.2,

(
1n-l )I/P

IlFn(f-Tn)llp~cp ~k~O IfUhn)-TnU:lknW

[(
1n-l )I/P

~ cp ~ k~O IPn((~kn) - Qn(OknW

(
1 n-l )l/PJ

+ ~ k~O IQn(Okn) - Tn (OknW

~ cp[IIPn- Qnllp + IIQn - TnlipJ

~cp[En(f)p+ IIQn- fll p+ Ilf - TnlipJ

~ Cp(2En(f)p + En (f)p).

Putting all these estimates together, and using Jackson's theorem

completes the proof. I

In general, we cannot replace En(f)p by w(f; I/n)p in (2). However, the
following corollary is true.

COROLLARY 3.2. Let fE W~ and m 1 > 1. Then

1 < p < 00.

The proof of this corollary follows easily from Theorem 3.1 and
Lemma 2.3. For the operator Hnf we have

THEOREM 3.3. Let n ~ I, q ~ 0, and ps) E B, S = mq. Then

(3)

Proof Since Hnf preserves trigonometric polynomials in f7M or f7M £

according to the case I-IV, we have
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where Tn E ff" is the best trigonometric polynomial approximation to f Let
Qn,j and Pn,j be the polynomials in ff", such that

for all x,

o~ j ~ q, Then by Lemmas 2,1 and 2.2

(

q n-I )I~

IIHn(f - Tn)IJp~cp j~O k~O If(mj)((Jkn)- T~mj)((JknW/npmj+1

[(

q n-I ) Ijp
~ cp j~O k~O IPn,j ((Jkn) - Qn,j ((Jkn)1 P/n

pmj
+ I

(

q n-I )I~J
+ j~O k~O IQn,j ((Jkn) - T~mj)((JknW/npmj+ I

~cp [j~O IIPn,j- Qn,jllp/n mJ +jt IIQn,j- T~mj)llp/nmJJ

~Cp[2 j~O En(f(mj)vnmJ+jto En (f(mj»p/n m}

where the last step follows from the inequality

IIQn.j- T~mj)llp~ IIQn,j- f(mj)ll p+ Ilf(mJ )- T~mj)llp

~ En (pmj»)p + cpEn(f(mj)p'

Using (1) and the inequality En(f)p~cpn-IEn(f')p repeatedly, we get

II Hn(f - Tn)IJ p~ cp [ En (f(mq»p + En (f(mq»pJInmq,

~ cpn-sEn(f(S»p. I

COROLLARY 3.4, Let n ~ 1, q ~ 0, and fE W{+ I' S = mq. Then

1< p < 00.

This corollary follows from (l) in Lemma 2.3. In particular, for
Lagrange interpolation we have

COROLLARY 3.5. Let n ~ 1, f E W~. Then

l<p<oo.
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If f(s) is a function of bounded variation (j(s) E BV), then it is known
that [6, p. 10]

r(j(S); <5)p ~ c<5 llp V(f(s)),

where V(j(s) is the variation of pSI on [0, 2n]. Thus from Lemma 2.3 we
get

COROLLARY 3.6. Let n ~ 1 and f(s) E BV, S ~ 0. Then

n -+ 00,

andfor s~mq

4. RESULTS FOR P = 1

We now consider the L 1 norm estimate. The Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund
inequality in the form of Lemma 2.1 is no longer available in this case,
although there are some alternative forms for the Lagrange interpolation
(see [9, Vol. II, p.33]).

The L I norm estimate is related to the error of quadrature formulas. Let
!l;. (j) be the quadrature formula obtained by integrating L n (j; x) over
[0, 2n]. Then the error

can be bounded by t(j; ljn )1' For this and the related discussion, we refer
to [6, Sect. 3.4, p.60]. An estimate by r(j; 1jn)1 for Ilf - LJIII would
imply the estimate for len(j)I. However, it is not likely that such an
estimate for Ilf - Lnflll is possible. In general, for (0, m I' ... , m q ) interpola
tion one can get L I norm estimate in the form of (2) or (3) only with an
additional log n factor. However, for Lnf such an estimate yields an order

which is clearly too rough. Therefore, we do not pursue the estimate in this
direction. Instead, we consider an alternative of Lnf, namely

v=[;} (4)
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where am,J are the de la Vallee Poussin means of the Fourier sum
operator Smf, i.e.,

(see [9, p, 16]). Here we restrict ourselves to the case J with q = r = 0,
n = 2m + 1= 2M + 1. For p> 1, the U norm estimate of am vi - f follows
readily from the results in Section 3, To estimate the L 1 no~m, we need

LEMMA 4.1. Let Te ?1M , Then

Proof Since v= [m/2], it follows from [9, Vol. I, p. 115] that IICTm.vlloo
is uniformly bounded. Thus we can prove this inequality by modifying the
method in [9, VoL II, p. 29]. We take a function g such that

Since

f
27[ f27[ f2rr

(Skf) g dx = (Skf)(Sk g) dx = f(Sk g) dx,
000

we have

THEOREM 4.2. Let feB. Thenfor v= [m/2]
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Proof Let TvEf/m- v satisfy Em-v(f), = III- Tvil l • Since it follows
from the definition of am.vI that am.vTv = Tv, we also have Ln.vTv =

am,vLn Tv = am.vTv = T,,, Therefore

By (4) and Lemma 4.1 we have

The rest of the proof follows exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. I

COROLLARY 4.3. Let n ~ 1 and IE BV. Then

IIL n.J- III I :::; cn- I V(f).

It is not clear if one can use am • v for the general (0, m 1 , ... , mq )

interpolation.
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